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14 NATURAL HEALTH

Want to be happier, healthier and fitter
in 2013? Take this advice from top life
coach Susie Pearl to achieve your
goals and ring in the changes

As we say goodbye to the year 
that was and welcome in the new
exciting year 2013, our thoughts
and attention turn to the inevitable
question: ‘What will this year bring?’
Will it be better than the last? Can we now turn
our back on all the difficulties and challenges
that have gone before?’ 

There’s no better time than the start of a
new year to get thinking about what we want 
to bring in to this year and give our traditional
resolutions a shake up.

Setting new year resolutions is an incredibly
powerful way to create some big changes and
shifts in life. We all know that the trouble is we
start with good intentions and then somehow

Why resolutions 
are important
Setting up goals and objectives is one of the
major keys in the process of making powerful
and positive change. When we make
resolutions, our mind takes on this focus and
helps us get creative in achieving them – the

simple act of setting an intention gives us such 
a turbo boost from the inside that we get a new
motivation and enhanced power to bring these
changes in. Research shows that once we set

they can fall away and we drift back into the old
patterns and habits of before. Many people face
failure with their resolutions before they even
start and are reluctant to even bother setting
more year after year.  

It is worth making resolutions and this is a
great time to do it. Here’s a guide to everything
you need to know – the
rules of making resolutions
and tips on how to keep
them. You’ll find a list of 
the 10 resolutions that
everyone should make to change their world for
the better. Have a go with a new zeal. This is
your year to do some amazing things. Make
2013 the year when the going gets great!

on...Bring it 

“This is your year to do 
some amazing things!”
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an intention with a firm belief we can do it, there
is 85 per cent more of a chance we can achieve
these ambitions than if we doubt ourselves. 
You have to believe in yourself, your willpower 
– you can do it!

Positive thinking
All in all we make resolutions to boost our life
and bring more fun, joy and happiness. The
targets we set are markers in the ground for
what we want to create in our lives so have fun
with it, aim high and make sure that you are
living the live you want. Resolutions are setting
the tone for your new year. Let’s make this our
best year yet. Why not? Remember: we can do
anything if we set our minds to it. Happy 2013!

How to make resolutions stick
Making resolutions is one thing but keeping them is a whole different matter. Here’s
some advice on making them last all year round:

1 Make sure all of your resolutions are achievable and worthwhile

2 Set up techniques and diary logs to encourage you to keep them

3 Work on your blockers. Identify the things that stop you fulfilling your resolutions, face these

head on and come up with firm strategies to resist your blocks. For example, stress and

boredom can be triggers to go back into old habits so be aware of this and tell yourself 

how to stop falling into that trap

4 If you fall off the plan, don’t beat yourself up. Just give yourself permission to get back on to

your plan and carry on. Learn from it

5 Keeping up an activity for 21 days is the secret – by then it has becomes a habit. Trick

yourself into working your resolutions list one day at a time for a week, do this weekly focus

three times and there you go: you’ve got a new habit!
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Make it happen! 
Here are the top 10 new year resolutions 
that everyone should make for 2013

1Spend more time with friends and family –
work at all of your most cherished friendships

and give more.

2Pay yourself first – give yourself 10 per cent
each month into a savings account from

your earnings and then pay everyone else after
that. Organise your income into sections
including this savings plan.

3Plan to do something out of your comfort
zone at least once a week.

4Make regular goals that you can achieve.
Commit to monthly vision boarding and

intention setting.

5Declutter your space, have less, cook more,
and live more.

6Reduce three of the major stress points from
your life – such as unhealthy habits, too

much sugar, alcohol and toxic friends.

7Have more fun and vow to live every day 
like it matters.

8Mind focus – think better thoughts, throw out
negativity, think about what you do want.

9Body focus – commit to care more for your
body, health and nutrition.

10Soul focus – boost activities to connect
with you and your inner world such as

meditation, silent walking in nature, being quiet
and mindfulness.

Essentials to inner happiness 
We make resolutions to create positive change in our

life, stop habits that are no longer serving us and create

new ones that will make life better. The foundation stone

of all the changes we are making serve somehow to

improve our wellbeing, whether physical or emotional.

Here are the 12 keystones to happiness and inner

health. Include at least five of these in your new year

resolution setting:

! Help others and give more of yourself 

! Exercise and take care of your body

! Appreciate what you do have

! Have things to look forward to

! Try out new ideas that you’ve not tried before

! Give to others

! Spend more time outside in nature

! Have a clear direction

! Connect with people

! Take a positive approach to life and living

! Be comfortable with who you are now

! Keep learning
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How to make
powerful resolutions
First off, write down a list of things you would like to bring in or change this year. There
are no limits and you should try to go out of your comfort zone as much as you can.
Get really clear about what you want. Write it all down. Once you have your list, go back
through it and re-order it into priorities. Next edit it so that it is accurate, clear and with
detail. Make sure it’s ultimately achievable and take off anything you’re not committed
to. Keep the list real and make it important.

The resolution rules...
1 List out your resolutions making them specific and clear. If you want to lose weight – how

much weight? If you are reducing your drinking – how much a week?

2 Think about what you will need to organise first so you’re ready to start with your resolutions

– for example, get some workout gear you love, look at classes in your area and sign up,

research your food plan, get your financial budget together in one place, get child 

care cover to give you time for exercise.

3 Get a buddy and set up some co-support – this is one of the keys to your success. A goal

buddy is powerful in helping you stay on track.

4 State your resolutions in the positive and not in the negative, for example, ‘I am building

savings in 2013’ is way better than ‘I don’t want to be in debt’.

5 Make only as many resolutions as you believe you can keep. Better to stick to a few

successfully than have a long list that all get broken. Choose a few – succeed – and then go

onto others you have parked when you are ready.

6 Tell your friends, your family and your workmates about your goals so everyone knows and

can support you – it’s harder to break your plan when everyone is cheering you on and asking

how you are doing. 

7 Write down your goals and have them somewhere visible to keep them front of mind – on the

fridge door, desk at work, in your bag, on your phone. 

8 Keep a daily log of how you are doing – record your successes and your failures and learn

from them. Set up a chart or download an app to record your daily log.

9 Be clear why you want to do each of these things. How will each goal make you feel when

you succeed? It’s actually the feeling that motivates us to want to make the change.

10 Set a time frame to keep up the good work. Science shows us that doing anything

repetitively for 21 days makes it become a habit. 

TOP TIP
Stop your blockers!

Alongside your resolutions,
write down the things that 

you believe may stop you in
achieving these (the ‘blockers’)

and come up with antidotes 
to these. This is your

‘Stop the blockers’
action list. 

Susie Pearl is an author and

writer on health, happiness

and success. She runs a

personal coaching company

working with individuals and

companies. For more tips 

on how to make 2013 

great, read Susie’s book

Instructions for

Happiness and

Success (£12.99,

Quadrille). For

more info go to

susiepearl.co.uk 
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